with chess [37] . We also mention applications to formal language theory : Brzozowsky, K. Culik II and Gabriellian [7] use squarefree words in connection with noncounting languages, J. Goldstine uses the Morse sequence to show a property of some family of languages [22] . See also Shyr [52] , and Reutenauer [43] . -liii statement: means that if there is an ivifi-iite word going thrc-.gh a node of the tree, then this infinite word will eventually split into two (and therefore into infinits±y many infinite tquarefree words. There is :.
• related result which says that one must no: walk too much in the tree to find an infinite path.
THEOREM (Shelton, Soni [51]
). -There is a constants such that if u is a squarefree finite word on a three letter alphabet of length n and if 3/2 u can be extended to a squarefree word uv of length n + K*n , then u can be extended to an infinite squarefree word.
Squarefree morphisms.
The first, and up to now the only technique to construct squarefree 
